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Bemannia wins procurement for 400
million SEK to the Military Authorities
Bemannia came out victorious of the hard struggle against 16 companies, the
market’s major actors participating in the procurement of manning services to
the Military Authorities. The assignment entails the Military Authorities, The
Military Authorities Equipment Department (FMV and the Total Defence’s
Research institute (FOI) and covers the whole of Sweden.
The areas covered by the manning agreement are Office/Administration,
Staff, IT, Economy/Finance and Warehouse/Supply. The Military Authorities is
represented at several locations in Sweden and the result of the procurement
means that Bemannia expands further by opening more offices around
Sweden. The agreement time runs to February 2014 with an option for
another 2 years.
Winning such a large and qualified frame agreement is another feather in
Bemannia’s cap. We will take a large step forward in our development and
the future looks very exciting.
- This procurement was the first we participated in with the shape of a liveauction running for 12 hours and 45 minutes at a stretch after which we
came out victorious and ranked as number 1 in the agreement areas –
Office/Administration, Staff, Economy/Finance and Warehouse/Supply as well
as ranked as number 3 within IT, says Bemannia’s general manager Staffan
Bruzelius.
The Military Authority’s function is controlled by assignments from the
government and entails among other things goals and requirements of
results. The Military Authority should primarily safeguard Sweden’s values
and interests. By their own and together with others by actions both in
Sweden, in the immediate surroundings and outside it. The Military Authority

supports the society at catastrophes and sends units to peace keeping and
peace forcing actions throughout the world. Partly for helping others and
partly to support Swedish safety politic interests. The Military Authority’s
unique competence is armed battle.
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Bemannia is a public and Swedish owned manning and recruitment company
that supplies competent and qualified staff by rental, recruitment and staff
contracts within Organization & Leadership, PR & Information, Market &
Sales, Finance, Law, HR & Staff, Real Estate & Technique, IT & Data as well
as Office & Administration. Since earlier, Bemannia has a frame agreement
with 33 municipalities and some 100 administrations, companies and
authorities all over Sweden. Bemannia is a member of Bemanningsföretagen
and is an authorized manning company with collective agreement with
Unionen and Akademikerna. Bemannia is quality assured according to the
Quality management system ISO 9001:2008, the Environment management
system 14001:2004 and is work environment certified according to OHSAS
18001:2007. The company management has been active within the trade for
30 years.
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